STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
RS29205 / H0464

This legislation specifies that injuries, arising from employer mandated vaccinations, shall be compensable under the Idaho workers compensation laws of Idaho.

FISCAL NOTE

There will be no fiscal impact to state or local governments if this legislation passes because it does not create or expand any programs and does not require the expenditure of any funds. However, companies that mandate vaccinations and have employees that suffer injuries may experience negative experience ratings and their worker’s compensation premiums could increase.

Contact:
Representative Jason A. Monks
(208) 332-1000
Representative Bruce D. Skaug
(208) 332-1000

DISCLAIMER: This statement of purpose and fiscal note are a mere attachment to this bill and prepared by a proponent of the bill. It is neither intended as an expression of legislative intent nor intended for any use outside of the legislative process, including judicial review (Joint Rule 18).